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Abstract
This research furthers the capability and understanding of subsurface sensing tech-
niques. Proper inspection of small culverts can prevent roadway failures, major tra c
disturbances and save tens of thousands of dollars on costly repairs. The Vermont
Agency of Transportation (VTrans) has adopted a policy requiring all culverts to be
inspected every 5 years, resulting in around 9,600 small culverts needing to be in-
spected annually. Having the proper equipment available to e ciently and e ectively
inspect small culverts at an a ordable price is crucial for road infrastructure main-
tenance. In this thesis, an inspection vehicle is optimized for e cient and e ective
small culvert inspection. A culvert inspection vehicle is designed, built, and tested to
meet a list of requirements specified by VTrans. Optimal settings for video transmis-
sion through small culverts are understood through a series of culvert tests. Vehicle
maneuverability through culverts is optimized. Limitations and improvements of cul-
vert inspection through drop inlets are discussed. The designed culvert inspection
vehicle meets the VTrans requirements to perform e ective small culvert inspections
a ordably.
Additionally, proper detection of buried landmines could vastly decrease the large
number of civilian and soldier landmine casualties. Doppler ground penetrating radar
accompanied by a shaking device could produce an e ective landmine sensor capable
of distinguishing landmines from other buried objects like rocks. In this thesis, small
scale centrifugal shakers are designed to determine their feasibility for landmine detec-
tion applications. Three centrifugal shaker prototypes are manufactured to transmit
Love and Rayleigh surface waves. Seismic vibration displacement tests are conducted
on buried landmines and buried plates. The designed centrifugal shakers allow for
landmines to be distinguished on a small scale.
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Chapter 1: Culvert Inspection Vehicle
1.1 Introduction
The maintenance of many of the culverts in Vermont is overseen by the Vermont
Agency of Transportation (VTrans) to ensure proper functionality. Culverts are
structures which allow water to pass under roads, paths or similar obstacles. VTrans
routinely inspects all culverts as part of their maintenance procedure. VTrans has
47,873 small culverts which cannot be inspected visually. 9,358 of those culverts are
in critical, poor or unknown condition and cross under a roadway [4]. The failure of
these culverts could cause flooding, severe tra c disturbances, and the road to wash
out or cave in. Through inspecting culverts, signs of distress such as cracks, sepa-
rations, and holes can be seen before larger failures take place. Damaged culverts
can be repaired quickly, cost e ectively, and with low tra c impact if the issue is
found in time. With the right information from timely inspections, repairs can be
done for around $1,000, instead of around $45,000 [6]. Understanding the importance
1
of culvert inspections, VTrans has adopted a policy requiring all culverts to be in-
spected every 5 years. This results in around 9,600 culverts needing to be inspected
annually [4].
A trained technician can walk through and visually inspect large culverts, with
diameters greater than 48 inches (1.219 m). However, small culverts that cannot
be visually inspected require an alternative method of inspection. One accepted
method is to drive a vehicle with video streaming capability through the culverts.
The technician can then use the video footage from the vehicle to determine the
culvert status. VTrans has access to two types of these vehicles which both have
shortcomings, prohibiting e cient inspection of many small culverts. A commercially
sourced vehicle called the "crawler" is expensive, not able to inspect many culverts
quickly, not able to inspect culverts in hard to access areas, and requires a team
of 2 personnel, along with a specialized support van, yet is generally quite capable.
VTrans’ Hydraulic Inspection Vehicle Explorer (HIVE) has a short operation range
and experiences maneuverability issues. An alternative vehicle design is required





The cralwer, as shown in Figure 1.1a, is a commercial product used by VTrans to
inspect culverts. The crawler is tethered by communications and video cables which
are connected to a utility van where the vehicle is controlled from as shown in Figure
1.1b.
(a) Crawler Vehicle (b) Crawler tethered to utility van
Figure 1.1: Crawler vehicle and connection to utility van
The tether provides a long range of operation. However, since the vehicle is
connected to a van, it cannot access culverts with entry points far from the road. Ad-
ditionally, the system is expensive, costing around $80,000, and requires a minimum
of 2 people for operation [4]. VTrans has access to only one crawler which must be
booked ahead of time before use. Acquiring the crawler for an inspection is a slow
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process and cannot not be relied on to inspect almost 10,000 small culverts annu-
ally. Due to the cost and slow inspection rate of the crawler, alternative a ordable
inspection vehicles were pursued.
1.2.2 HIVE
The Hydraulic Inspection Vehicle Explorer (HIVE) was developed by the Minnesota
Department of Transportation to provide an a ordable method of inspecting small
culverts [2]. It was subsequently adopted by VTrans with minor modifications.
VTrans presently has 12 HIVEs in their fleet. The system incorporates a SONY
action camera mounted with servo motors on a Traxxas remote control car as shown
below in Figure 1.2. The video signal is transmission is wireless and the vehicle does
not require a utility van for operation. A single person is able to carry all equipment
to the culvert and perform the inspection wirelessly. Additionally, the vehicle only
costs around $1,500 to build.
4
Figure 1.2: Hydraulic Inspection Vehicle Explorer
The HIVE is capable of performing culvert inspections quickly and a ordably.
However, this design showed possible areas of improvement to increase the function-
ality. A common issue with the HIVE is the video transmission range. When driving
through long culverts, the video reception can cut out. Similarly, the video signal can
be lost when operating through a drop inlet (DI). Apart from video signal issues, the
vehicle would occasionally get stuck or not be able to maneuver through obstacles
in the culverts. For these reasons, VTrans sought design modification which would
increase the overall utility and range of operation of the HIVE.
5
1.3 Customer Requirements
Discussions with VTrans regarding performance issues of the HIVE resulted in a list of
key requirements and engineering specifications for an improved Culvert Inspection
Vehicle (CIV). The list is summarized in Table 1.1 below. The table also shows
whether the HIVE met, did not meet, or moderately met the requirement.
6
Table 1.1: VTrans requirements and engineering specifications for CIV
The main requirement not met by the HIVE was the ability to view footage at
least 100 feet (30.480 m) into an 18" (0.457 m) culvert. Additionally, emphasis was
put on the importance of being able to operate the vehicle through a drop inlet. These
requirements were used to guide the decisions made during the design process.
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1.4 Theoretical Analysis
The HIVE showed issues being able to transmit the video more than 40 feet (12.192 m)
into a small 18" (0.457 m) culvert. Extending the range of wireless video transmission
through a culvert sparked many questions. There is not information published on
this specific topic. A large amount of work has been done to characterize wave
propagation in open space and with obstacles. Higher frequencies, such as 5.8 GHz
for video transmission , are best for transmitting over long open-sight distances.
However, these high frequencies do not transmit well when obstacles are present.
Lower frequencies, 2.4 or 1.2 GHz, are best for penetrating though obstacles but do
not travel as far in open areas. A culvert is an odd mixture of being line of sight
but also tightly contained. Since a culvert provides line of sight access, one could
argue that higher frequencies around 5.8 GHz would operate best. However, since
the culvert is tightly contained, high frequencies may become distorted due to the
increased levels of refraction so that lower frequencies from 1.2 to 2.4 GHz would
transmit the video best. This question can be analyzed by considering a culvert to
be a large waveguide.
Waveguides are structures which guide waves to transmit power and communi-
cation signals with less losses than transmission cables. When transmitting a signal
through a waveguide, the dimensions of the waveguide must correspond appropri-
8
ately to the wavelength of the signal being transmitted. If the waveguide is not sized
appropriately for the wavelength of the input signal, the signal may not propagate
through the waveguide. For any waveguide, there is a minimum frequency that must
be met for the signal to propagate through the waveguide. This frequency is known as
the cuto  frequency, which has the formal definition of being the minimum frequency
necessary for a TE or TM wave to propagate through a waveguide. Determining the
cuto  frequency is important when designing waveguides to ensure wave propagation.
When propagating in open space, the power of an electromagnetic wave will
decrease at a rate of 1Distance2 . However, when a wave is guided by a waveguide in
a single dimension, the power is lossless with ideal conditions due to the reflectively
at the walls of the waveguide. Figure 1.3 below shows a rectangular waveguide with
width ’a’ and height ’b’, and extending along the +z-direction.
9
Figure 1.3: Rectangular waveguide coordinate system [7]
In the case of the waveguide shown in Figure 1.3 the wave is confined to propagate
only in the +z-direction. By restricting propagation in the x and y direction TE and
TM waves are introduced. Three groups of electromagnetic waves are defined below.
Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves: The electric and magnetic fields in the
direction of propagation are zero, Ez = Hz = 0.
Transverse electric (TE) waves: The electric field in the direction of propagation
is zero and the magnetic field is non-zero, Ez = 0 & Hz ”= 0.
Transverse magnetic (TM) waves: The magnetic field in the direction of propaga-
tion is zero and the electric field is non-zero, Hz = 0 & Ez ”= 0.
TE and TM waves exist in waveguides since the restrictions at the walls cause
either the electric or magnetic field to propagate in the +z-direction. Figure 1.4
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illustrates a TE wave in a rectangular waveguide.
Figure 1.4: TE10 mode in rectangular waveguide [3]
The solid lines represent the electric field and the dashed lines represent the mag-
netic field. This corresponds to the above definition of TE waves since the electric
field lines are perpendicular to the z-axis meaning Ez = 0 and the magnetic field lines
have some components in the z-direction.
These TE and TM waves have di erent modes denoted as TEmn and TMmn.
Where m is the number of half periods of the wave in the x-direction, and n is the
number of half periods of the wave in the y-direction. Figure 1.4 above shows the
TE10 mode. The TE11 and TE20 modes are also illustrated in Figure 1.5 below.
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Figure 1.5: TE modes in rectangular waveguide [3]
The mode of the TE or TM wave will also a ect the cuto  frequency. Modes
with more half periods, seen as larger m and n values, have higher cuto  frequencies.
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Note that a mode of m = n = 0 does not exist since this would imply that neither
the electric or magnetic field are propagating in the z-direction. Therefore, the two
modes with the lowest cuto  frequencies should be either TE01 or TE10 for rectangular
waveguides. Using the geometry from Figures 1.3 and 1.4 above where a > b, the
TE10 mode will have a lower cuto  frequency than the TE01 mode. Figure 1.6 shows
the cuto  frequencies of 5 di erent TE modes in a rectangular waveguide. The top
diamond and arrow represent the TE10 mode. The following lines represent the TE01,
TE11, TE20, TE21 modes. The diamond shows the cuto  frequency and the arrows
are draw to the right to show that frequencies higher than the cuto  frequency will
propagate through the waveguide. Note that the TE01 and TE20 mode have the same
cuto  frequency since the waveguide used for these calculations had dimensions with
b = a2 . The single mode range is the frequency range between the mode with the
lowest cuto  frequency and the second lowest cuto  frequency, namely the TE10 and
TE01 mode. This frequency range is the best range for signal transmission with low
distortion. Since the TE10 mode has the lowest cuto  frequency and is the beginning
of the the single mode range, it is called the dominant mode. Since the single mode
range has the lowest distortion, an input signal should be in this range for a given
waveguide.
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Figure 1.6: Cuto  frequencies of a rectangular waveguide at di erent TE modes [3]
The TE modes illustrated in Figure 1.6 are (1,0), (0,1), (1,1), (2,0) and (2,1) from
top to bottom. The equation for the cuto  frequency for a circular waveguide is









Where c is still the speed of light in meters/second, and a is the internal radius of
the waveguide in meters. The cuto  frequency for the dominant mode of a circular






The cuto  frequency in the dominant TE mode will be found for two circular waveg-
uides. The waveguides will have dimensions of 18" (0.457 m) and 30" (0.762 m) to
represent small culverts. The characteristics of the waveguides are noted in the fol-
lowing table. The diameter dimensions are listed in meters to match the units of the
cuto  frequency equation.
Waveguide Characteristics
Number Type Dominant Mode Dimensions (m)
1 Circular TE11 a = 0.457
2 Circular TE11 a = 0.762
Table 1.2: Characteristics of waveguides used in example calculations
Equation 1.2 is used to find the cuto  frequency of the dominant mode for waveg-
uides 1 and 2.




2fi ú 0.457 = 192MHz (1.3)




2fi ú 0.762 = 115MHz (1.4)
Now the second lowest cuto  frequency mode will be solved for to obtain the single
mode range. Equation 1.1 is used to solve for the second lowest cuto  frequency for
the circular waveguides 1 and 1 of mode 21.
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0.457 = 319MHz (1.5)









0.762 = 191MHz (1.6)
Therefore the best input frequency range for the two waveguides is shown in the
following table.
Waveguide # Single Mode Range (MHz)
1 192-319
2 115-191
Table 1.3: Single mode range for waveguides 1 and 2
1.4.2 Conclusion
There is a minimum input frequency necessary for a wave to travel through a waveg-
uide. This cuto  frequency can be found for di erent mode shapes of the wave. The
mode with the lowest cuto  frequency is considered the dominant mode. The fre-
quency range between the dominant mode and second lowest mode is called the single
mode range. Waves travel best through a given waveguide when the frequencies are
within this single mode range. Frequencies below this single mode range will not
propagate through the waveguide. This theoretical analysis suggests that frequencies
around 200 MHz are ideal for 18" (0.457 m) to 30" (0.762 m) culverts. 200 MHz is
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too low of a frequency to be capable of video transmission. However, the lowest video
transmission frequency of around 900 MHz is above the cuto  frequency and will thus
propagate through the culvert. Video transmission testing through culverts will be
required to determine the optimum transmission frequency.
1.5 Design Selection
The first priority of this project was to determine the optimal video transmission
system for operation in small culverts. The transmission could be either wireless or
wired. Both methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. In this case,
a cable would add to the weight of the system and add resistance to the vehicle
as it traverses through the culvert. However, the reliance of wireless transmission
on batteries creates another level of issues. Since the vehicle is already tethered to
a cable, the additional weight of a transmission cable may cause less issues than
batteries and would result in clear reception to the range of the length of the cable.
However, the vehicle will likely be controlled remotely and have its own range of
operation. Also, if the main battery that powers the vehicle also powered the camera
and video transmitter, there would be no additional batteries required to support
wireless transmission. Therefore, a wireless video transmission system with a range
greater than the remote control range of the vehicle would be optimal. The waveguide
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theory above suggests that transmission frequencies of 1.2 GHz and 5.8 GHz should
transmit through an 18 inch (0.457 m) culvert. These two frequencies shall be tested
and compared to the 2.4 GHz frequency of the Sony action camera.
There were very few 1.2 GHz video transmitters and receivers available. Trans-
mitters and receivers at this frequency are generally used for video surveillance and
are too large to mount on a vehicle for small culvert inspections. There was one small
system available which is shown in Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: 1.2 GHz video transmitter and receiver
The yellow device is the transmitter which would be mounted to the vehicle, while
the grey device is the receiver which would be connected to the monitor. This system
has an output power of 1.5 W and an advertised range of 0.6 miles (965 m) in open
space. The transmitter has dimensions of 0.5 x 2 x 4 inches (1.27 x 5.08 x 10.16 cm)
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and the system costs $70.
5.8 GHz transmitters and receivers are widely available. The hobby of first-person
view (FPV) drone racing has led to the availability of many small wireless transmission
cameras. The majority of the cameras operate at 5.8 GHz. After considering the many
systems available, the two cameras shown in Figure 1.8 were chosen.
(a) Camera with 5.8 GHz transmitter (b) Camera for 5.8 GHz transmitter
Figure 1.8: 5.8 GHz video transmission options
Both cameras are small and could be easily mounted to the chassis of the tank.
Figure 1.8a shows a popular camera with a 5.8 GHz transmitter built in. The power
output of the system can be toggled between 25, 50, and 200 mW and costs only
$17. However, the camera has a TVL specification of 600 which is on the lower end
of picture resolution. Therefore, a higher resolution camera was found, as shown in
Figure 1.8b, with 1200 TVL. Initial testing will be conducted with the camera shown
in 1.8a since the system is cheap and easy to set up. If the testing proves that 5.8 GHz
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transmission is optimal, then this camera will be used to improve the image quality.
A separate 5.8 GHz transmitter would be connected to the camera to transmit the
video. The camera and transmitter would cost around $70.
The second priority of this research is to determine an e ective method of meeting
the maneuverability requirements. The new inspection vehicle must be capable of
spanning a 6 inch (16.240 cm) gap, remaining still on a slope of 20 degrees, and
easily traverse through sludge and over rocks, sticks and other debris. The Minnesota
Department of Transportation created 3D printed wheel modification for the HIVE.
These larger wheels proved to help the HIVE traverse through sludge, over small gaps
and over obstacles. However, the vehicle was still unable to remain still on a slope
and the large wheels made the vehicle too large to fit in some culverts. Also, the
wheels were still susceptible to getting stuck in separation gaps. To avoid these issues
associated with wheels, a vehicle with treads could be utilized. Using the chassis of
a remote control tank would allow the vehicle to clear separation gaps and remain
still on slopes. Additionally, many remote control tanks include a rotating turret
which could be used for rotating the azimuth angle of the camera. There are many
remote control tanks available in 1/16 and 1/20 scales. The 1/20 scale tanks would
likely have issues climbing over larger obstacles due to their smaller size. Most of the
1/16 scale tanks are slightly larger than the VTrans size requirements. However, the
1/16 Sherman M4A3 remote control tank shown in Figure 1.9 was found to be an
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appropriate size.
Figure 1.9: 1/16 scale Sherman M4A3 remote control tank
Testing would be required to determine if the tank chassis is more suitable for
culvert inspections than the Traxxas chassis.
1.6 Video Range Test, 18" (0.457 m) Cul-
vert
This test was conducted to compare the range of the three di erent video transmission
systems. The goal of this test was to determine which system provides the longest
range in an 18" (0.457 m) concrete culvert.
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1.6.1 Setup and Method
Culvert 64104 shown in Figure 1.10 o  of Route 7 in Charlotte, VT was chosen for
its length of 101 feet (30.785 m).
Figure 1.10: Culvert ID: 64104, 18" (0.457 m) diameter, 101’ (30.785 m) long, concrete
Originally, the plan was to mount the 1.2 and 2.4 GHz systems to the tank and
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compare their performances with the HIVE. However, the culvert was filled with
around 2 inches (5.080 cm) of water which could have compromised the electronics of
the tank. Therefore, the HIVE was instrumented with each of the 3 video transmission
systems, 1.2, 2.4, and 5.8 GHz.
Testing each system in isolation, the HIVE was driven into the culvert while the
video was being monitored at the entrance of the culvert. The HIVE was driven
into the culvert until the video signal being tested eventually cut out. The HIVE
was then retrieved by winding the spool of cable shown in Figure 1.11 and counting
the revolutions needed to retrieve the HIVE. Since the spool has a diameter of 5
inches (12.700 cm), the distance the HIVE traveled into the culvert could easily be
calculated using the equation below.
Distance[ft] = Revolutions(fi) 512 (1.7)
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Figure 1.11: Test 1 setup, HIVE instrumented with 1.2, 2.4, and 5.8 GHz video systems
1.6.2 Results
The results of the test are illustrated in Figure 1.12 below.
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Figure 1.12: Test 1 results showing range of di erent video transmission frequencies
The 5.8 GHz system performed best, transmitting 82 feet (24.994 m) until the
HIVE reached a clogged section of the culvert. If the HIVE could have driven further,
the 5.8 GHz system would have been able to transmit even further. The 1.2 GHz
system transmitted up to 46 feet (14.021 m) which is substantially less than the
capability of the 5.8 GHz system. However, these two systems showed significant
improvement compared to the original 2.4 GHz system of the HIVE which transmitted
only 25 feet (7.620 m).
1.6.3 Discussion and Conclusions
These results show that the 5.8 GHz system has the longest range compared to the 1.2
and 2.4 GHz systems in an 18 inch (0.457 m) concrete culvert. However, as understood
through the waveguide theory above, lower transmission frequencies could perform
best in larger diameter culverts. The 1.2 and 5.8 GHz systems must be tested again
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in a larger diameter culvert to understand how culvert size a ects transmission range
between the two systems.
The results also show how video transmission range does not depend solely on
transmission frequency. If this were not the case, the 2.4 GHz range of the system
would fall between the 1.2 and 5.8 GHz frequencies. In addition to transmission fre-
quency, transmission power level a ects the range of transmission. For this test, each
system operated at di erent power levels. To conduct a test showing the optimum
frequency and power level combination, each frequency would need to be tested while
incrementing through a range of power levels. This test is not able to be conducted
since commercially available video transmission systems in the 1.2 and 2.4 GHz range
do not allow for a range of power levels to be selected. Thankfully many 5.8 GHz
systems provide a range of transmission power from 25 mW to 1000 mW. This range
would allow the 5.8 GHz system to be tuned for optimum performance. Moving
forward, a test must be conducted to determine which power level aught to be used.
1.7 Video Range Test, 30" (0.762 m) cul-
vert
The purpose of this test was to determine whether the 5.8 GHz system still outper-
forms the 1.2 GHz system in a 30 inch (0.762 m) diameter culvert. The original 2.4
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GHz system of the HIVE was not necessary to test since the transmission range in
the 18 inch (0.457 m) culvert was far below the necessary range of 100 feet (30.480
m) per the design requirements.
1.7.1 Setup and Method
Culvert 64099 shown in Figure 1.13 o  of Route 7 in Charlotte, VT was chosen for
its length of 168 feet (51.206 m).
Figure 1.13: Culvert ID: 64099, 30" (0.762 m) diameter, 168’ (51.206 m) long, metal liner
The HIVE was used as instrumented from the previous test with all three video
transmission systems. The test used the same approach as done in the 18" (0.457 m)
culvert test. Testing each system in isolation, the HIVE was driven into the culvert
while the video was being monitored at the entrance of the culvert. The HIVE was
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driven into the culvert until the video signal being tested eventually cut out. The
HIVE was then retrieved by winding the spool of cable shown in Figure 1.14 and
counting the revolutions needed to retrieve the HIVE. Equation 1.7 was again used
to calculate the distance the HIVE traveled into the culvert for the two systems.
Figure 1.14: Test 2 setup, HIVE instrumented with 1.2 and 5.8 GHz video systems
First, the 1.2 GHz system was setup to be viewed on the monitor. The HIVE made
it 144 feet (43.891 m) until a wheel became stuck in a separation gap in the culvert.
After many failed attempts of driving and pulling the vehicle from the steel cable, the
HIVE was eventually retrieved by crawling into the culvert from the exit. To avoid
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the risk of getting the HIVE stuck a second time, a pass fail test was conducted to
test the 5.8 GHz system. This was done by placing the HIVE just inside the entrance
of the culvert as shown in Figure 1.14, and walking over to the exit to see if the video
would transmit the entire length of the culvert as shown in Figure 1.15
Figure 1.15: Test 2 setup, monitor at exit of culvert with vehicle at entrance
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1.7.2 Results
The video signal was received at the exit of the culvert showing that the 5.8 GHz
system is capable of transmitting at least 168 feet (51.206 m) through a 30 inch (0.762
m) culvert. The 1.2 GHz system was capable of providing a range of at least 144 feet
(43.891 m) in the 30 inch (0.762 m) culvert. The results are illustrated below in
Figure 1.16
Figure 1.16: Test 2 results showing range of di erent video transmission frequencies
1.7.3 Discussion and Conclusions
The 5.8 GHz system was the top performer in the 18 inch (0.457 m) culvert, and was
able to transmit much further than the required 168 feet (51.206 m) in the 30 inch
(0.762 m) culvert. Therefore, the 5.8 GHz system is found to be the best and will be
used in the design moving forward. No further testing is required to verify a 5.8 GHz
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system is best suited for video transmission through small culverts.
1.8 Video Range Test, Drop Inlet
At this point, VTrans’ requirement #3 with the specification that "live footage be
viewable at least 100 feet (30.480 m) into 18 inch (0.457 m) culvert" from Table 1.1
will be met through the use of a 5.8 GHz video transmission system. However, it is
not clear whether the 5.8 GHz system will be able to transmit 80 feet (23.384 m) into
a culvert though a drop inlet to meet requirement #4. A drop inlet is an inlet to a
culvert that allows water to enter through a grate on the surface of the ground and
down into the culvert. If driving a vehicle through culvert accessed through a drop
inlet, the video signal will not have a line-of-sight path to the receiver. Instead, the
signal will reflect o  the walls of the drop inlet, reducing its power and decreasing
its range substantially. The purpose of this test is to determine the range of the 5.8
GHz system when operating through a DI.
1.8.1 Setup and Methods
Culverts 161158 and 161150 o  of Route 7 in Ferrisburgh both have a drop inlet and
are su ciently long. The culverts are shown on the left of Figure 1.17 where the
arrows represent the culverts and the pink squares represent the drop inlets.
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Figure 1.17: Culvert ID: 161158 and 161150, 30" (0.762 m) diameter, 145’ (44.196 m) and
152’ (46.330 m) long, HDPE liner
The pink square boxed in a blue rectangle will be called the middle DI and the
other will be called the Inlet DI. Ideally the test would be conducted by placing the
HIVE into the culvert from the drop inlet and follow the same method used in the
first two video range tests. However, these drop inlets extend a couple feet (0.610 m)
deeper than the depth of the culverts. This makes getting the vehicle into the culvert
very di cult. To avoid this issue, a quick pass/fail test was conducted similarly to
the second method of Test 2. A schematic is shown in Figure 1.18 to illustrate the
setup.
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Figure 1.18: Test 3 setup illustration
Figure 1.19 shows the HIVE at the exit with the 5.8 GHz system, and the monitor
placed above the middle DI to check for reception. Once reception was checked at the
middle DI, the monitor was moved to check for reception at the inlet DI. The video
transmitter was operating with an output power of 25 mW.
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(a) HIVE at exit of culvert (b) Monitor at middle DI
Figure 1.19: 5.8 GHz video transmission options
1.8.2 Results
The video signal was received at the middle DI with the HIVE 145 feet (44.196 m)
away. The video signal was not received at the inlet DI about 300 feet (91.440 m)
away. The results are illustrated in Figure 1.20.
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Figure 1.20: Test 3 results showing pass/fail results of 5.8 GHz transmission
1.8.3 Discussion and Conclusions
These results show that the 5.8 GHz system is capable of meeting the specification
of transmitting the video at least 80 feet (24.384 m) through a drop inlet. Alternate
transmission power levels larger than 25 mW could increase this range. Additionally,
it was found that the video reception improved when the antennas on the monitor
were oriented down through the grate of the drop inlet. Therefore, antenna extension
cables could greatly improve video reception through a drop inlet. Switching to
a helical antenna design could also improve reception. These antenna conditions
and power output levels must be tested to tune the 5.8 GHz system for optimum
performance.
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1.9 Tank Remote Control Range Test
After waterproofing, the remote control range of the tank could be tested. This test
was executed to determine the range of the tanks remote control signal, test the wa-
terproofing in 1-2 inches (2.540-5.080 cm) of water and compare the maneuverability
of the tank to the HIVE.
1.9.1 Setup and Methods
Culvert 64099, the 30" (0.762 m) metal culvert, was again used for this test. Using
the same method from the video range tests, the range of the tank was tested by
driving it from the inlet until the tanks remote control signal cut out. Instrumenting
the tank with the 5.8 GHz system assisted in driving the vehicle through the culvert.
Figure 1.21 shows the setup of the test below.
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Figure 1.21: Tank instrumented with 5.8 GHz system in 30" (0.762 m) culvert
1.9.2 Results
The tank was able to be driven from the inlet through the entire length of the culvert,
a distance of around 168 feet (51.206 m). Traversing through the 1-2 inches (2.540-
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5.080 cm) of water did not result in any malfunctions in the tank electronics. The
tank was able to traverse over the separation gap that caused the HIVE to get stuck
earlier.
1.9.3 Discussion and Conclusions
These results show that the waterproofed tank instrumented with a 5.8 GHz video
system is capable of traversing through a 30 inch (0.762 m) culvert to perform an
inspection. More rigorous tests must now be conducted to find the limits of this
system. The tanks remote range must be determined when operating though a drop
inlet. The waterproofing should be tested completely through a full submersion test.
Finally, the maneuverability of the tank should be tested in a variety rugged terrains
including obstacles, sludge, slopes, and flowing water.
1.10 Transmitter Output Power Test 1
This test was conducted to determine the optimal transmitter output power between
25 and 200 mW, confirm the functionality of a monitor antenna extension cable, and
determine the optimal antenna type between linear and circular antennas.
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1.10.1 Setup and Method
Culverts 161158 and 161150, with the drop inlets, were again used for this test. Figure
1.22 illustrates how the tests were conducted similar to the previous video range test
through the drop inlets.
Figure 1.22: Test 5 setup illustration
The tank was placed at the exit of the culverts and the reception was monitored at
the two di erent drop inlets for the two di erent power levels of 25 and 200 mW. The
reception was also inspected at the drop inlets with respect to the di erent antenna
types. First the signal was inspected with the antenna above the ground at the drop
inlets. This was then compared to the reception with one antenna suspended from a
3 foot (0.914 m) cable down into the drop inlet as shown in Figure 1.23.
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Figure 1.23: Monitor with antenna extension cable in drop inlet
This was done for both the linear and circular antenna types.
1.10.2 Results
When testing the di erent power output levels, both powers made it to the middle
drop inlet and only the 200 mW power was visible when monitoring at the inlet drop
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inlet. Figure 1.24 below illustrates these results.
Figure 1.24: Test 5 results
However, it was later discovered that these results were misleading. When the
signal was viewed at the inlet DI with a 200 mW power output level, it was assumed
that the signal was traveling through the culvert to get there. However, during a
later test, it was discovered that with the 5.8 GHz system further into the exit of
the culvert, the reception at the inlet worsened. When the system was placed at
the edge of the culverts exit, the monitor received the video signal at the inlet DI.
However, when the system was driven further into the culvert, seemingly decreasing
the distance from the transmitter and receiver, the monitor lost connection. This
showed that the video signal was not traveling through the culvert but was instead
traveling outside the culvert over the ground. This was of course not the case for the
inspection at the middle DI since the signal has line of sight connection through the
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culvert. Moving forward, higher transmission power levels should be tested to see if
they could transmit from the exit to the inlet DI.
Using the antenna extension cable greatly improved the signal reception through a
drop inlet. Figure 1.25 shows the di erence in reception when the antenna extension
cable is used.
(a) Antenna out of DI (b) Antenna in DI
Figure 1.25: Test 5 results, comparison between antenna in and out of DI
The monitor is setup with two antennas so that the antenna receiving the best
signal is automatically used to display its signal on the monitor. The blue light above
the monitors screen indicates which antenna is being used. Figure 1.25a shows the
blue light is on the right indicating the right antenna is receiving the signal, not the
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left antenna with the extension cable. The picture from the monitor is also granular
and it is di cult to make out the image being displayed. Figure 1.25b, with the
extension cable suspending the antenna into the drop inlet, shows the left antenna is
now receiving the signal. The picture also cleared up revealing a view of the culverts
inner wall.
1.10.3 Discussion and Conclusions
These results prove that an antenna extension cable is an e ective method for en-
hancing the signal reception through a drop inlet. There was hardly any noticeable
di erence when using the linear and circular antennas. However, circular antennas
send and receive signals spherically allowing the antennas perform well during various
antennas orientation. Therefore, circular antennas will be used for the final design.
1.11 Transmitter Output Power Test 2
The purpose of this test was to characterize further the e ect of transmission power
on video reception. A transmitter with a power output level up to 1000 mW is used
to see if high power transmission improves transmission range.
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1.11.1 Setup and Method
The same test location with the drop inlets o  Route 7 was used. Signal power
output levels of 25 mW, 200 mW, 600 mW, and 1000 mW were tested. The tank
system was driven 125 feet (38.100 m) into the culvert from the exit. The reception
was monitored with antenna extension cables at the inlet DI as the tank was pulled
back toward the exit. When the monitor lost the video signal, recording the distance
of the tank determined how far the video transmitted for each power level. This
was then done while inspecting at the middle DI, then the inlet DI. This setup is
illustrated in Figure 1.26 below.
Figure 1.26: Test 6 setup illustration
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1.11.2 Results
With the tank at its initial position, 125 feet (38.100 m) into the culvert, none of the
power levels ranging from 25 mW to 1000 mW were able to transmit the video to the
inlet DI. However, all power levels transmitted the video from the exit to the middle
DI. The 25 mW power level provided a slightly less consistent image. The results are
illustrated in Figure 1.27.
Figure 1.27: Test 6 results
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1.11.3 Discussion and Conclusion
These results show that the video loses significant power after reflecting o  surfaces
and changing direction. This helps to better characterize the limitations of the 5.8
GHz video transmission system. If operating in a straight culvert, the video is capable
of transmitting at least 145 feet (44.196 m) through a drop inlet. This allows for the
5.8 GHz to meet requirement #4. However, the range of the culvert inspection vehicle
will likely now be limited to the range of the remote control signal of the tank. During
the setup, the tank was driven only 125 feet (38.100 m) into the culvert because the
remote control connection to the tank cut out. This range of 125 feet (38.100 m) would
allow for specification #3 to be met. However, testing will need to be conducted to
determine if specification #4 could be met when operating through a drop inlet.
1.12 Tank RC Range Through DI
This test was used to determine the tanks remote control range when operating
through a drop inlet.
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1.12.1 Setup and Method
Practically the same setup was used in the previous test as illustrated in Figure 1.28
below.
Figure 1.28: Test 7 setup illustration
The tank was driven 125 feet (38.100 m) in from the exit of the culvert. From the
middle DI, the tank was then driven back toward the exit until the remote control
signal cut out. Counting revolutions, the tank was retrieved and the distance from
the middle DI to the point of signal loss was calculated. As shown in Figure 1.29, the
controller was held above the drain gate when controlling the tank.
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Figure 1.29: Tank remote held above middle DI to drive tank back to exit
1.12.2 Results
The tank travelled 72 feet (21.946 m) from the middle drop inlet before the remote
control signal was lost. This result is illustrated in Figure 1.30.
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Figure 1.30: Test 7 results
1.12.3 Discussion and Conclusions
This result does not pass requirement #4 of traveling at least 80 feet (24.384 m)
through a drop inlet. However, if the drain gate were removed, the remote could
be held lower in the DI which would increase the range. Additionally, the controller
antenna could be suspended from a cable or an amplifier could be attached to the
controller to increase the controller range of the tank through a drop inlet. These
modifications must be tested to determine their e ect.
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1.13 Tank Controller Modification Test
This test determined the e ect on the telemetry range of modifying the controller
of the tank. The original antenna on the controller was removed and an SMA cable
was soldered in its place. From the SMA cable, a 3 foot (0.914 m) antenna extension
cable and a low noise amplifier were able to be attached. A second tank with an
unmodified controller was also used as a baseline test.
1.13.1 Setup and Method
Culverts 161158 and 161150 with drop inlets were again used for this test. The
controller was setup first with an antenna extension cable, then with a low noise
amplifier as shown in Figure 1.31
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(a) Tank controller with antenna exten-
sion cable
(b) Tank controller with amplifier
Figure 1.31: Test 8 setup, tank controller modifications at middle DI
The test was conducted in the same way as the first RC range test as illustrated
in Figure 1.32.
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Figure 1.32: Test 8 setup illustration
The tank was driven from the middle DI toward the exit until remote connection
was lost. The distance traveled was calculated after counting the revolutions required
to retrieve the tank to the exit.
1.13.2 Results
When testing with the antenna extension cable, the tank traveled 102 feet (31.090 m).
When using the low noise amplifier, the tank traveled 110 feet (33.528 m). Finally,
with an unmodified controller, the tank travelled 112 feet (34.138 m). These results
are illustrated in Figure 1.33.
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Figure 1.33: Test 8 results illustration
1.13.3 Discussion and Conclusions
These results di er greatly from the tank range of 72 feet (21.946 m) from the first
RC range test. This is due to the position the tank controller. During that previous
test, the tank controller was held above the gate. In this test, the controller was
held down in the drop inlet at an arms length. When the antenna extension cable
was being used, the controller was not held as deep into the DI as when testing with
the amplifier and unmodified controller. This explains the di erence in range seen
between the extension cable and amplifier. These results show that the modifications
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did not improve the range of the tank through a drop inlet. Rather than modifying
the current controller, using a di erent, higher power, transmitter and receiver could
increase the tanks RC range. The alternate transmitter and receiver would need to be
wired to control the tank and power the video transmitter. However, increasing the
range of the tanks remote control may not be necessary to meet the requirements. If
the unmodified controller is held down into the drop inlet, the tank has a maximum
range of 112 feet (34.138 m) in a 30 inch (0.762 m) culvert which passes specification
#4.
1.14 Final Design
Figure 1.34 shows the final design of the culvert inspection vehicle.
Figure 1.34: Final CIV design
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This CIV utilizes the chassis of a remote-control tank to transport the video
transmission system into the culverts. By using a RC tank instead of a car, several
issues were able to be solved, making the vehicle more maneuverable, simpler, and
cheaper. First, the tracks of the tank allow for the vehicle to clear separation gaps
up to 6 inches (15.240 cm). The tank is also able to remain still on slopes of at
least 20 degrees. Additionally, the tank has a turret built in with 360-degree rotation
capability. This built in functionality replaces the need for servo motors as used on
the HIVE. Finally, the turret of the tank vehicle is able to act as a shield to protect
the cameras from damage. However, the tank is only capable of providing 15 degrees
of rotation in the vertical direction which is not enough to fully inspect a culvert. To
avoid the need for a servo motor to provide the cameras vertical range of motion, a
second camera is aimed 60 degrees above horizontal to provide a complete view of
the culvert. Foxeer Falkor cameras were chosen for their high image quality of 1200
TVL, wide 155-degree field of view, ease of installation, robust case, custom mounting
hardware, and a ordable cost. These cameras are wired into one transmitter through
a relay device connected to the receiver of the tank. This setup allows for the user
to press a button on the controller of the tank to switch between the two cameras.
Battery life is also preserved by using only 1 transmitter for the two cameras. The
image quality inside the culvert is enhanced by two high lumen, rechargeable lights
mounted to the tanks’ chassis. Testing lead to the conclusion that the optimum
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video transmission operating frequency is 5.8 GHz and higher power levels are best.
However, excessively high-power outputs result in lessened battery life, so an optimum
output level of 50 mW is recommended when operating in culverts. For this reason,
the CIV utilizes a 5.8 GHz transmitter with 4 power outputs levels ranging from 50
mW to 1000 mW. The transmitter also has built in DVR capability that saves to a
TF card. Omni-directional antennas are used by the transmitter and receiver so the
video can be received even when the two antennas are oriented di erently from each
other. The user can choose to monitor the video through a 5.8 GHz monitor, or a 5.8
GHz receiver connected to an iOS or android device. Both options allow for the video
to be recorded and saved to the monitoring device. Multiple receivers can be used
simultaneously to view the video transmission. Before entering a culvert, the CIV
will be tethered to a thin metal cable for emergency retrieval purposes. The cable is
also used to track the distance the tank is into the culvert.
1.15 Conclusions and Future Work
The culvert inspection vehicle design discussed in this report is capable of meeting
all requirements specified by the Vermont Agency of Transportation. This design has
a further range and is more capable of traversing through small culverts compared to
the original HIVE design. Additionally, this design is a ordable and easy to build,
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allowing VTrans to acquire a fleet of vehicles to expedite their inspection process.
Once implemented these vehicles will help diminish tra c disturbances, and help
maintain roadway infrastructure. Prior to implementing this design, additional work
could be done to improve the value of the vehicle. First, spikes adhered to the tracks
of the tank could improve traction. Additionally, moving the on/o  switch to the
top face of the tank could resolve issues with waterproofing the switch. Raising and
sealing the wiring harness could also aid the waterproofing process. Finally, adding
the revolution counter to the cable spool would allow for continual distance tracking.
Once these additions have been added, the vehicle should be tested alongside the
HIVE to quantify the improvements.
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Chapter 2: Centrifugal Shaker
2.1 Introduction
Ground Penetrating Radar can be used to detect buried land mines. However, there is
one major limitation to the technology which inhibits its success in field application.
Currently, it is di cult to distinguish a land mine from other buried objects such as
rocks or debris. However, Doppler Ground Penetrating Radar (DGPR) is capable of
detecting vibrational displacements of buried objects which could allow for landmines
to be distinguished from other buried objects based on di erences in response to
vibratory excitation. Since land mines are composed of multiple components, they
will have a non-linear vibration response to input frequencies. This response will be
di erent than the linear response of other objects that are solid like rocks. If a device
were created to expose these vibrational responses in buried landmines, DGPR could
then be used to distinguish landmines from other solid objects.
Figure 2.1 shows the number of annual landmine and explosive remnants of war
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(ERW) casualties worldwide.
Figure 2.1: Worldwide annual landmine and ERW casualties [5]
To put the numbers into perspective, in 2018, there was a landmine/ERW casualty
every one and a half hours. In 2018, 71% of the 6,897 casualties were civilians [5].
This number of casualties could be greatly reduced with the proper landmine detection
equipment. A shaking device could be implemented on a truck with the DGPR on a
drone to lead a military convoy and avoid landmines. Additionally, the system could
be deployed on autonomous, unmanned vehicles to search for landmines so they can
be defuse them. Once designed and implemented, this system would save the lives of
soldiers and civilians in landmine areas.
Two methods are proposed for transmitting the vibrations through the ground
to the land mine. The first is to use acoustic amplifiers and the second is to use
a mechanical shaker. Acoustic amplifiers have been tested and have been used to
validate this theory [1]. Although functional in a lab setting, the acoustic option may
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not be practical for field applications. An acoustic setup able to induce large enough
vibrations will be large and may not mount easily on a vehicle. Additional testing
must be done with mechanical shakers to understand the feasibility of the method.
Prior to spending the time and money on a full scale shaker, small scale testing can
help make informed decisions when working toward a full scale design. This report
describes the e orts and results of small scale mechanical shaker seismic transmission
testing.
2.2 Theory
The DGPR system emits microwaves at a certain frequency and detects the frequen-
cies being received. If the radar is aimed at a still object, it will receive only the
frequency it is emitting, along with noise. If the radar is scanning an object shaking
toward and away from the radar, with a frequency f0, the frequency received by the
radar will be its emitted frequency, plus and minus f0. For example, if the DGPR
operates with a signal of 100 Hz while aimed at an object vibrating at 10 Hz, the
DGPR would receive signals at 90 Hz and 110 Hz.
When shaking the ground, a solid object in the ground will shake at the frequency
emitted by the shaker. If two di erent frequencies are emitted into the ground, a
solid object will shake at these two di erent frequencies. This is because the object
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is solid and has linear characteristics, the lead to a superposition of the input signals
at the output. However, an object with multiple components, such as a landmine,
has nonlinear characteristics and will show intermodulation at multiple frequencies
when shaken at two di erent frequencies. This means a landmine would vibrate at a
frequency di erent than the two input frequencies. If the two input frequencies are
denoted as f1 and f2, one common intermodulation frequency can be calculated using
the simple equation below.
fint = 2f1 ≠ f2 (2.1)
Where fint is the intermodulation frequency from f1 and f2. Therefore, if the
DGPR picks up a high level of this mixed frequency, it would suggest that a land
mine is present. Figure 2.2 below illustrates how DGPR and a shaking device are
used to detect landmines.
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Figure 2.2: DGPR landmine detection illustration
There are 4 types of seismic waves which are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The
bulk waves shown in Figure 2.3 are compression P-waves and shear S-waves, usually
caused by blasts and earthquakes which a ect soil deep into the ground. Surface
waves displace the soil near the top of the ground, travel along the surface, and do
not penetrate as deep as bulk waves. The shaker devices will produce both of the two
surface waves, Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Bulk waves, P wave and S wave
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Surface waves, Love wave and Rayleigh wave
Theoretically the shaker devices will be able to transmit these Love and Rayleigh
waves through the ground to induce vibrations in the landmine. These vibrations will
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not be large enough to detonate the landmines but should allow for DGPR to detect
their vibration frequencies. The shaking device should be far from the landmine
while still creating large enough displacements in the landmine to be detected by the
DGPR. Prototypes of seismic shaking devices were created to determine if they are
capable of displacing a buried landmine a detectable amount.
2.3 Prototype Designs
In addition to shaking with a large magnitude, the shaking device must transmit
vibrations precisely and be controlled accurately to shake at specified frequencies.
Precision is required to clearly expose the intermodulation frequencies of non-linear
objects. If the input frequencies are imprecise, the intermodulation frequency will
be harder to distinguish. The precision of the device can be measured by inspecting
accelerometer data on a spectrum analyzer. Narrow peaks at the input frequencies
signify precise shaking. The input frequencies must also be controlled accurately to
produce the expected intermodulation frequency being scanned for. If the shaker
does not shake at the input frequency, the intermodulation frequency will change
from what is expected. The accuracy of the device can be measured by inspecting
the location of the peaks on a spectrum analyzer.
Some seismic shakers, such as concrete shakers, are capable of producing large
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vibrations but are not precise or able to be controlled accurately enough for use with
DGPR for landmine detection. The proposed shaker design in this research is to use a
Galil controller to spin electronically geared motors with o set masses. The controller
allows the user to control the frequency and rotation direction of the motors. The
motors are controlled to operate precisely at the specified frequency. This setup
will produce precise and accurately controlled vibrations to aid DGPR in landmine
detection. The capability of this method is examined through this research.
Each prototype consists of two motors with o set masses attached to their axis to
create vibrations. The motors speed, rotation direction and phase can be controlled.
In each prototype, the rotating mass is contained inside a shield to prevent risk of
creating projectiles.
2.3.1 Prototype 1
The first prototype, as shown in Figure 2.5, has vertical axis motors with o set masses
enclosed in electrical conduit boxes.
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Figure 2.5: Shaker prototype 1
These boxes are connected to an aluminum plate with 6" (15.240 cm) bolts used
to stake the plate in the ground. To help visualize the size, the base plate is about
12 inches (30.480 cm) long. The parts list is shown below in Table 2.1. Note that
parts that are used in multiple prototypes are listed in each prototypes parts list. For
example, two servo-motors were purchased and used for all three prototypes. Each
prototypes parts list includes the motors in it.
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Table 2.1: Parts list for prototype 1
2.3.2 Prototype 2
The second prototype, as shown in Figure 2.6, uses horizontal axis motors mounted
with brackets to the same aluminum plate.
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Figure 2.6: Shaker prototype 2
The assembly is enclosed in a poly-carbonate safety shield mounted to the alu-
minum plate with corner brackets. Stakes were not used so that the vertical movement
of the shaker would not be restricted. Table 2.2 contains a parts list.
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Table 2.2: Parts list for prototype 2
2.3.3 Prototype 3
The third prototype, as shown in Figure 2.7 uses the same configuration as the first
prototype with the vertical axis motors. However, prototype 3 is built to withstand
the use of a greater o set mass and has additional bolts to be used as stakes.
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Figure 2.7: Shaker prototype 3
Figure 2.8 shows the o set masses within prototype 3.
Figure 2.8: O set masses in prototype 3
Table 2.3 contains a parts list.
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Table 2.3: Parts list for prototype 3
2.3.4 Prototype 1 and 2 Offset Masses
There are two di erent options for adding the o set mass to the motors with prototype
1 and 2. The first is a pulley with a hole drilled through one side for a bolt, nut
and washers. The second is a coupling with an oversized set screw to support nuts
and washers. The pulley method has a safety advantage. It is less likely to create
a projectile and the coupling method can provide a greater o set mass. The two
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(a) Pulley (b) Shaft coupling
Figure 2.9: O set mass assemblies for prototype 1 and 2
options are shown in Figure 2.9.
2.4 Preliminary Soil Bin Testing
Preliminary testing was done on the first 2 prototypes to understand how changing
parameters such as phase, rotation direction, and frequency e ect the shaking. Addi-
tionally, testing compared the two prototypes, and determined if the design is feasible
and scalable for use with Doppler ground penetrating radar. Note that these test re-
sults may vary drastically with a change in soil conditions. Common Vermont loamy
soil was used during this test and all following tests. Sandy soil will likely decrease
the range of the transmitted waves while a more dense soil will likely increase the
range.
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2.4.1 Setup and Method
The prototype under test was placed in a bin of soil and a steel plate was buried
half an inch (1.270 cm) below the surface of the soil. The plate was buried such that
length of the plate was perpendicular to the length of the shaker. Both the shaker
and the buried plate were instrumented with single axis accelerometers. A small area
of the plate was brushed clear of soil for the accelerometer to be fixed. Figure 2.10
and Figure 2.11 show prototype 1 and 2 respectively in the soil bin and the location of
the accelerometers. The accelerometer data are amplified and viewed on a spectrum
analyzer on a semi-log scale in V/
Ô
Hz
Figure 2.10: Prototype 1 in soil bin for preliminary testing
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Figure 2.11: Prototype 2 in soil bin for preliminary testing
The first prototype was setup in the soil bin as described above. The test consisted
of 6 di erent configurations, each done at 30 Hz except for configuration 6 which was
done with one motor at 17 Hz and the other at 29 Hz. Figure 2.12 below shows
a diagram of the di erent configurations. Accelerometer data were recorded for the
buried plate and the shaker for each trial. The first 6 trials were done using 3 washers
on the pulley for the o set mass.
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Figure 2.12: Test configurations, prototype 1
Prototype 2 was set up in the soil bin and the previous steps were repeated for the
second prototype. The pulley was replaced with the shaft coupling with 3 washers.
One trial was done at 30 Hz in configuration 5. Then 7 more washers were added to
the shaft coupling and set screw for a total of 10 washers. One trial was done again
at 30 Hz and in configuration 5.
2.4.2 Test Results
The accelerometer spectrum for the two accelerometers of prototype 2 are shown
below in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14. These figures are used as examples of the
accelerometer spectrum raw data. The magnitude of the peak at the input frequency,
30 Hz, can be pulled from these spectra to give a relative comparison of vibration
amplitude.
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Figure 2.13: Shaker shield accelerometer spectrum, prototype 2, configuration 1, 30 Hz, 3
washers on pulley
Figure 2.14: Buried plate accelerometer spectrum, prototype 2, configuration 1, 30 Hz, 3
washers on pulley
Table 2.4 shows the peak at an input frequency of 30 Hz for the accelerometers
on the base plate and shield of prototype 1 and 2 for configurations 1 through 5.
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Table 2.4: Accelerometer spectrum peak at input frequency, 30 Hz, prototype 1
Figure 2.15 summarizes the results from Table 2.4 in a graph to help visualize
which configuration showed the highest levels of vibration.
Figure 2.15: Shaker and buried plate accelerometer peaks at 30 Hz for configurations 1
through 5
Figures 2.16 and 2.17 shows the accelerometer spectrum for prototype 1 with
configuration 6 and the pulley with three washers.
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Figure 2.16: Base plate accelerometer spectrum, prototype 1, configuration 6, pulley with 3
washers
Figure 2.17: Buried plate accelerometer spectrum, prototype 1, configuration 6, pulley with
3 washers
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Figures 2.18 and 2.19 show the accelerometer spectrum for prototype 2 with con-
figuration 6 with the pulley and 3 washers.
Figure 2.18: Shaker shield accelerometer spectrum, prototype 2, configuration 6, pulley with
3 washers
Figure 2.19: Buried plate accelerometer spectrum, prototype 2, configuration 6, pulley with
3 washers
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Table 2.5 shows the e ect of adding mass to the o set mass assembly. This table
shows the peak at 30 Hz for prototype 2 tested with configuration 5.
Table 2.5: Accelerometer spectrum peak at input frequency, 30 Hz, prototype 2, configuration
5, accelerometer on shaker
2.4.3 Discussion and Conclusions
Ideally the shaker should produce tall sharp peaks at the input frequency and the
associated harmonics. Also, the shaker should transmit those same peaks to the
buried plate. Figures 2.18 and 2.19 show that the shaker can produce peaks around
1 ú 10≠4 V/
Ô
Hz for the accelerometer on the shaker and 1 ú 10≠5 V/
Ô
Hz for the
accelerometer on the buried plate. These values are far enough above the noise to be
considered significant. Additionally, these photos show that a clear peak is defined at
the input frequency of 30 Hz. This sharp peak signifies the shaker is vibrating precisely
at the input frequency. This characteristic is ideal when searching for objects with the
DGPR. Before these tests were performed, one motor was spun at 10 Hz, 20 Hz, 30
Hz, and 40 Hz. From looking at the accelerometer data at the di erent frequencies,
30 Hz showed the tallest and sharpest peaks. The peaks at 10 Hz were not far above
the noise. At 20 Hz, the peaks were sharp but not quite as high as the peaks at 30
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Hz. Finally, at 40 Hz, the peaks were shorter than at 30 Hz, and much wider. For
these reasons, it was determined that an input frequency of 30 Hz produces the most
shaking with the sharpest peaks of the four tested frequencies.
The results shown in Table 2.4 were used to determine which configuration pro-
duces the most shaking. If one of the configurations produced much higher peaks
than configuration 1, then a pair of shakers could be used simultaneously at di erent
frequencies to propagate the vibrations further through the ground. These shakers
would have di erent input frequencies so that the landmine would shake at the inter-
modulation frequency. The results in Table 2.4 shows that configuration 5 produces
the most shaking for both prototype 1 and 2. These results are also shown in Figure
2.15 to help visualize the data. Ideally, for each line, there would be one consistent
configuration that showed higher accelerometer peaks than configuration 1. Figure
2.15 shows that 3 of the 4 cases have their highest peaks with configuration 5. The
exception is the case of prototype 1 with the accelerometer on the buried plate where
configuration 5 shows a higher peak than configuration 1, but is not as high as con-
figurations 2, 3, and 4. This discrepancy in the data may be caused by the human
error in setting the two motors out of phase or an error in the motors in maintain-
ing a precise gear ratio of 1. However, the prominent trend of the data shows that
configuration 5 produces the highest peaks in the accelerometer spectrum.
Figure 2.15 shows that the second prototype was able to transmit more force
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to the accelerometers. This is seen since the orange line for prototype 2 with the
accelerometer on the shaker is higher than the blue line for prototype 1. These
same is true for the yellow and gray lines with the accelerometers on the buried
plates. This information is however not useful for comparing the two methods since
the two test setups are significantly di erent. The accelerometer was mounted in
di erent locations on the device for the two di erent prototypes. For prototype 1,
the accelerometer was mounted to the base plate of the shaker. For prototype 2,
the accelerometer was mounted to the side of the enclosure in an area that was not
securely fastened to the base plate which may have resulted in exaggerated vibration.
Additionally, this data should not be used to compare the e ect of shaking the buried
plate of the two prototypes because of the di erent ways the two prototypes interact
with the buried plate. Prototype 1 is staked into the soil and is elevated o  the
surface of the soil. The second prototype sits directly on top of the buried plate with
only the thin layer of soil between them. Since prototype 2 is in direct contact with
the plate, it is likely to transmit much more of its vibrations to the plate. This is
what is seen when comparing the accelerometer peaks on the buried plate for the two
prototypes.
Figure 2.16 through Figure 2.19 show the accelerometer spectra of the shakers
and buried plate for both prototypes in configuration 6. Ideally these figures would
show peaks at 17 Hz and 29 Hz and the associated harmonics, but not show peaks
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at intermodulation frequencies. Seeing peaks at intermodulation frequency would
mean that the shaker itself is emitting these frequencies. If the shaker is emitting
these intermodulation frequencies, a buried object will shake at these frequencies
even if it is a solid object. This would make distinguishing between solid objects and
objects with a nonlinear response more di cult. These 4 photos did shows signs of
intermodulation with peaks at 41 Hz.
From these preliminary soil bin tests, the following conclusions can be made. Input
frequencies at around 30 Hz result in the tallest and sharpest peaks in the accelerom-
eter spectrum. Further testing is required to define the best input frequency more
accurately. By changing the prototype, configuration, or o set mass, the natural
frequency of the system will change, resulting in a di erent optimal input frequency.
Configuration 5 generally produces the strongest vibration out of all the configura-
tions. However, testing with configuration 1, just one motor, eliminates human and
motor error in configuration 5. Additionally, configuration 5 produced only marginal
magnitude gains. Future testing should include configuration 1 as a more reliable
baseline. The current data are not su cient in determining which shaker prototype
transmits vibrations to buried objects best. Finally, both shaker prototypes emit
intermodulation frequencies in configuration 6. This will need to be accounted for
when scanning with the DGPR.
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2.5 Resonance Frequency Test
The purpose of this test was to determine the resonance frequency of the first pro-
totype by stepping through a more precise set of frequencies. Additionally, this test
was used to determine if the magnitude of shaking is highly sensitive to the input
frequency.
2.5.1 Setup and Method
The first prototype was used with the coupling and 15 washers. An adjustment from
the previous tests were made so that the staking bolts were raised an inch and a half
(3.810 cm) so they could be easily hammered into place fully. This adjustment is
shown in Figure 2.20. This allowed for the bottom of the base plate to come in direct
contact with the soil. One accelerometer was hooked up to the base plate in the same
location as previous testing. No accelerometer was instrumented on the buried plate,
although the buried plate was still in the same location as previous testing.
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Figure 2.20: Prototype 1 with raised stake bolts
The frequency range of 30 Hz to 35 Hz was imputed into prototype 1 in 1 Hz
intervals using configuration 1. For each input frequency, spectrum analyzer 3582A




Figure 2.21 shows the data collected in a scatter plot to visualize which input fre-
quency created the highest peak.
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Figure 2.21: Resonance frequency scan for prototype 1 with shaft coupling and 15 washers
2.5.3 Discussion and Conclusions
This test is applicable to only prototype 1 using configuration 1 with the shaft coupling
and 15 washers. Other prototypes using di erent configurations and masses will have
di erent resonance frequencies. The highest peak is seen to be at 32 Hz. The figure
also shows that the there is not an extremely sharp peak at the resonance frequency.
The curve instead has a rounder and flatter shape.
These results show that this setup has a resonance frequency of 32 Hz. This will
not be the exact resonance frequency for other setups, but it can be used as an initial
baseline that will be close to the resonance frequency for similar setups. This test also
shows that the amplitude of vibration is not highly sensitive to input frequency. This
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allows other setups to be tested at frequencies close to their resonance frequencies
and assume that they are shaking close to their potential.
2.6 DGPR Landmine Detection Test
The purpose of this test was to determine if the shaking device could be used with
the Doppler Ground Penetrating Radar to detect a buried landmine.
2.6.1 Setup and Method
The shaking device was set up in the vertical axis position, prototype 1, with the
coupling and set screw with 15 washers. The shaker was staked into the ground so
that the bottom of the base plate was in contact with the ground and placed about
16 inches (0.406 m) away from the landmine as shown in the image below.
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Figure 2.22: Shaker staked 16” (0.406 m) from landmine
The Doppler ground penetrating radar was placed on a cardboard table about
18 inches (0.457 m) above the surface of the mine. An Agilent E4440A spectrum
analyzer recorded data from the DGPR. A PCB Piezotronics 352A24 accelerometer
was attached to the surface of the mine. A PCB Piezotronics 482A04 amplifier with
an HP 35655A spectrum analyzer recorded the accelerometer data. ECCOSORB
foam was used to absorb microwaves in front of the shaker so that the DGPR would
not read signals from the shaker directly. The setup is shown in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23: DGRP positioned 18” (0.457 m) above landmine
The DGPR was used first with a frequency of 1 GHz and later at 4 GHz. At both
DGPR frequencies, shaker configurations 1, 5, and 6 were each tested one. For each
trial, a DGPR scan and accelerometer trace were recorded. Background scans were
also taken at 1 GHz and 4GHz with the DGPR wile no shaking was occurring. This
background scan was subtracted from the other scans during post processing to help
visualize the data.
2.6.2 Test Results
Below are images of the DGPR scans as well as the accelerometer spectra. Figure
2.24 shows the DGPR data when scanning at 1 GHz and shaking one motor at 32
Hz.
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Figure 2.24: DGPR spectrum @ 1 GHz, shaker configuration 1 @ 32 Hz
Figure 2.25 shows the accelerometer spectrum when scanning at 1 GHz and shak-
ing one motor at 32 Hz.
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Figure 2.25: Accelerometer spectrum, 1 GHz, shaker configuration 1 @ 32 Hz
Figure 2.24 below shows the DGPR data when scanning at 1 GHz and shaking
both motors out of phase and in the opposite direction at 32 Hz.
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Figure 2.26: DGPR spectrum @ 1 GHz, shaker configuration 5 @32 Hz
Figure 2.27 below shows the accelerometer spectrum when scanning at 1 GHz and
shaking both motors out of phase and in the opposite direction at 32 Hz.
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Figure 2.27: Accelerometer spectrum, 1 GHz, shaker configuration 5 @ 32 Hz
Figure 2.28 below shows the DGPR data when scanning at 1 GHz and shaking
one motor at 17 Hz and the other at 29 Hz.
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Figure 2.28: DGPR spectrum @ 1 GHz, shaker configuration 6
Figure 2.29 below shows the accelerometer spectrum when scanning at 1 GHz and
shaking one motor at 17 Hz and the other at 29 Hz.
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Figure 2.29: Accelerometer spectrum, 1 GHz, shaker configuration 6
Figure 2.30 below shows the DGPR data when scanning at 4 GHz and shaking
one motor at 32 Hz.
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Figure 2.30: DGPR spectrum @ 4 GHz, shaker configuration 1 @ 32 Hz
Figure 2.31 below shows the accelerometer spectrum when scanning at 4 GHz and
shaking one motor at 32 Hz.
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Figure 2.31: Accelerometer spectrum, 4 GHz, shaker configuration 1 @ 32 Hz
Figure 2.32 below shows the DGPR data when scanning at 4 GHz and shaking
both motors out of phase and in the opposite direction at 32 Hz.
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Figure 2.32: DGPR spectrum @ 4 GHz, shaker configuration 5 @ 32 Hz
Figure 2.33 shows the accelerometer spectrum when scanning at 4 GHz and shak-
ing both motors out of phase and in the opposite direction at 32 Hz.
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Figure 2.33: Accelerometer spectrum, 4 GHz, shaker configuration 5 @ 32 Hz
Figure 2.34 shows the DGPR data when scanning at 4 GHz and shaking one motor
at 17 Hz and the other at 29 Hz.
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Figure 2.34: DGPR spectrum @ 4 GHz, shaker configuration 6
Figure 2.34 shows the accelerometer spectrum when scanning at 4 GHz and shak-
ing one motor at 17 Hz and the other at 29 Hz.
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Figure 2.35: Accelerometer spectrum, 1 GHz, shaker configuration 6
2.6.3 Discussion and Conclusions
This accelerometer data were expected to look similar to the data from the preliminary
testing in the soil bin. The expectation was that the magnitude of the peaks seen in
this test would be less than that of the test in the soil bin. This is because the shaker
was further from the landmine in this test than the from the metal plate in the soil bin
testing. This expectation was found to be correct. Figure 2.33 shows that at 32 Hz
the accelerometer output 1.68ú10≠7 V/
Ô




seen from the same configuration during the soil bin testing. The hope was that the
landmine would be vibrating enough for the accelerometer peaks at the input to be
distinguishable. This is shown to be the case in each of the accelerometer spectrum
images since the peaks of the input frequency and its harmonics are well above the
noise level of around 1 ú 10≠10 V/
Ô
Hz. Additionally, Figure 2.29 and Figure 2.35
show that with configuration 6, shaking at 17 Hz and 29 Hz, the accelerometer picked
up a strong signal at 41 Hz, one of the intermodulation frequencies.
The hope for the DGPR spectrum was also that there would be distinguishable
peaks at the input frequencies. For example, ideally in Figure 2.34 the yellow ”Back-
ground Subtracted” line would have a peak representing 41 Hz at 1.000000041 ú 109
Hz. Seeing a peak here would mean that the DGPR was detecting the intermodu-
lation frequency of the landmine. However, none of the 6 DGPR spectra show any
peaks above the noise for the input frequency or intermodulation frequencies of the
shaker. This could be because of the materials of the landmine. The plastic materials
in the landmines do not reflect the microwaves as well as metals do. Additionally, if
the landmine were displacing more from the shakers frequency, the DGPR may be
able to detect peaks at those frequencies.
The accelerometer data show that the landmine is vibrating substantially at the
input frequencies of the shaker. Also, the landmine is vibrating at the intermodulation
frequency for shaker configuration 6. This proves that the shaker design is successful
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in transmitting clean frequencies through the ground to a buried landmine. However,
these frequencies were not detectable by the DGPR being system used at the time. It
should be noted that the DGPR system was still being worked on and was not fully
operational at the time. A fully functioning and well tuned DGPR system should
have been able to detect the vibrations. Therefore, further testing should be done
with an accelermoter to visualize vibration responses of the landmine.
2.7 Buried Landmine Displacement Test
The purpose of this test was to determine the magnitude of displacement of the buried
landmine. Up until this test, the accelerometer data has shown relative comparisons of
shaking magnitude but has not been able to quantify displacement. The displacement
of the landmine should be determined to verify the landmine is displacing enough to
be detected by a well tuned DGPR system.
2.7.1 Setup and Method
The landmine was buried just below the surface of the ground and covered lightly
with dirt. Accelerometer LW253992 was fixed to the top surface of the landmine to
measure acceleration in the vertical axis. The accelerometer was run through the
amplifier and plugged into the oscilloscope. Prototype 3 of the shaker was staked
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into the ground 12 inches (30.480 cm) from the landmine. The test setup is shown in
Figures 2.36 and 2.37 below.
Figure 2.36: Buried landmine displacement test setup
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Figure 2.37: Landmine buried 12” (30.480 cm) from shaker
With the shaker positioned 12 inches (30.480 cm) from the landmine, 1 motor was
run at 32 Hz. As the shaker ran, the average peak-to-peak values from the oscilloscope
were recorded in mV. Three trials were completed with this method. The shaker was
then moved to be 6 inches (15.240 cm) from the landmine and the same method
was repeated to obtain 3 more average peak-to-peak readings from the oscilloscope.
These peak to peak voltage readings were then converted to acceleration using the
0.01038 Vm/s2 sensitivity of the accelerometer. This acceleration was then converted
to displacement using Equation 2.2 under the assumption of sinusoidal oscillation.
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Displacement = Acceleration(2fif)2 (2.2)
2.7.2 Test Results
The peak to peak values of the accelerometer for the two di erent distances from
the landmine are shown below in Table 2.6. Equation 2.2 was used to convert the
accelerometers mV reading to displacement.
Table 2.6: Buried landmine accelerometer data
2.7.3 Discussion and Conclusions
The magnitude of these displacements fall within what is reasonably expected. Since
the landmine could be felt vibrating, but not detectable visually, it would be expected
that the displacements would be less than 100 µm, the thickness of a sheet of paper.
These tests were done using 1 motor at 32 Hz since one of the two motors was
malfunctioning. Originally this test was to include two motors spinning out of phase
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and in the opposite direction to produce the most vibration. However, testing with
only 1 motor will likely yield more accurate results since the vibrations will more
closely resemble a sine wave. By producing vibrations close to a sine wave, the
displacement calculation will be more accurate since it assumed sinusoidal oscillation.
These test results show that the third shaker prototype is capable of shaking the
buried landmine with displacements of 24 µm and 75 µm when buried 12 inches
(30.480 cm) and 6 inches (15.240 cm) away, respectively. These displacements are
above the minimum displacements necessary for the DGPR to detect vibration.
2.8 Buried Landmine vs. Plate Inter-
modulation Test
The purpose of this test was to determine if the landmine, a nonlinear object, would
show a larger intermodulation frequency than the aluminum plate, a linear object.
Both objects are expected to show the intermodulation frequency since the shaker
itself is emitting the intermodulation frequency due to its own nonlinearities. If the
landmine shows a larger magnitude than the plate at the intermodulation frequency,
the landmine could be distinguished from the solid plate. This would validate the
theory on a small scale.
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2.8.1 Setup and Method
First, the landmine was buried just below the surface of the ground and covered lightly
with dirt. Accelerometer LW253992 was fixed to the top surface of the landmine to
measure acceleration in the vertical axis. The accelerometer signal was run through
the amplifier and plugged into the spectrum analyzer. Shaker prototype 3 was staked
into the ground in 6 inches (15.240 cm) from the landmine. Another configuration
was setup with the aluminum plate instrumented and buried 6 inches (15.240 cm)
from the shaker as shown in Figure 2.38.
Figure 2.38: Aluminum Plate 6” (15.240 cm) from shaker, before being buried
The shaker was run in configuration 6 with the motors spinning at 17 and 29
Hz. After starting the shaker and waiting a few second for the accelerometer data to
steady, the data was paused to save the spectrum. Two trials were completed with
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the landmine then two more were run with the aluminum plate.
2.8.2 Test Results
From the four spectrum plots, the magnitude at 41 Hz for each trial is shown in Table
2.7.
Table 2.7: Accelerometer data, amplitude at 41 Hz from spectrum analyzer
2.8.3 Discussion and Conclusions
Table 2.7 shows that the landmine vibrated at 41 Hz with an amplitude around
6 times greater than the aluminum plate. This large di erence in amplitude could
easily be distinguished automatically with the proper software. This would be a useful
application for machine learning. The landmine results have a standard deviation of
.08. However, more testing must be completed to obtain more reliable results. The
aluminum plate results have a standard deviation of 1.02 which shows the need for
more testing. Nonetheless, these first results show that the two objects have a large
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enough di erence in amplitude to accommodate a low level of sensor precision.
The small scale shaker prototype 3 has proven to be capable of inducing a vibration
on buried objects which can be used to distinguish nonlinear vs. linear objects.
Machine learning and DGPR could be used to analyze the vibration of these buried
objects.
2.9 Conclusions and Future Work
This work proves, on a small scale, seismic shaking devices are capable of displacing
nonlinear buried objects to be detected with DGPR and distinguished from linear
objects such as rocks and debris. Once the prototype is scaled up to increase the range,
the shaker device could be implemented on a truck or drone to lead a convoy and
avoid landmines. Alternatively, the device could be used to search for old landmines
in now populated places to defuse them. A machine learning algorithm could quickly
and accurately distinguish landmines from solid objects.
The design of the three prototypes in this report can aid in the design selection
of a larger, vehicle mounted design. More testing should be done with a horizontal
axis shaker similar to prototype 2. Although the energy may be directed down rather
than forward toward the landmine, the Rayleigh waves oscillate in the vertical plane
which may lead to larger vertical displacements in the landmine. Regardless of axis
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orientation, the device should be broken up into two independent sections; one for
each motor. This way when shaking the two motors at di erent frequencies, the
nonlinearities from the shaker itself will not be as strong. Alternatively, two shakers,
each with a pair of motors, could be used in configuration 5 to increase the vibration
amplitude. However, as seen in Figure 2.15, the configurations did not have a large
impact on the vibration amplitude. Therefore, to save on weight, volume, and cost it
is recommended to use only two motors, each in separate housings. More testing must
also be done to characterize the e ect of operating in di erent soil types. Operating
in areas with loose aggregate will likely decrease the shakers range. The two di erent
motor axis orientations could perform best in di erent soil types. Since the device
would no longer be stationary, the stakes could be implemented on large wheels or a
roll bar. With more testing and a scaled design, a shaker with DGPR could be used
to detect landmines and save lives.
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